
Story #3

A blind date––1#___________ frst. 1^_____________

checked 1#_____________ watch: 7:30pm. 1^______

glanced out the window. The full moon shown 

brightly in the night sky, sending shadows shaped like 2._____________________________

over 1#_________, 1.______________________'s, room.

1^_____________ resumed 1#______________ activities once more. 1^______________

wondered what to wear as 1^__________ stared intently into 1#____________ giant closet.

It was 3._______________________ feet long and took up an entire wall. It was the largest

closet in [the] 4.___________________________________, and 1^___________ had the ofcial

5._________________________________________ to prove it.

Should 1^__________ wear 1#___________ 6._____________________________________

7.___________________________________ and 8.________________________________ with the

9.____________________________ 10.________________________________? Or maybe 1#_____

11._______________________________________ 12.______________________________________

13.___________________________________ with 1#_________ 14.__________________________

15.________________________________16.________________________________?

One thing 1^___________ knew. 1^___________ was [were] defnitely wearing 
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1#________ 17.______________________________ 18.________________________________.

1^________ wondered if 1#_______ date, 19._________________________, would like 

1#________ outft. 1._____________ had heard rumors that 19._______________ turned into 

a(n) 20.______________________________ on full moons, and was eager to see in person. 

1._________________________'s  friend 21.______________________________ had set up the 

date for 1*__________–––21._________________________ wouldn't pair 1*__________ up with

a dangerous beast, would 21^____________? 19.__________________________ had sounded 

like a(n) 22.___________________________ when they had spoken together, 19#___________

voice 23.___________________________ 24.___________________________________ through 

the phone.

1.____________________________ would meet 19.__________________________ at the 

25.________________________________ in 26.________________________ minutes. 1#________

27._______________________________ started to sweat as 1^____________ thought about it. 

What if 19._________________________ looked like how 19^___________ sounded over the 

phone? Would that be good or bad? 1._________________________ didn't want to make a

commitment to someone who didn't suit 1*___________. 1^__________ didn't want to give 

1#_________ 28.__________________________ 29.______________________ as a gift to anyone

1^_________ would regret. 

1^________ decided to wear 1#________ 30._________________– 31._________________
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suit. 1^__________ threw it on and 32.__________________________ out of 1#_____________ 

bedroom. 1^__________ managed to survive 33.______________________________ down the

stairs no sooner than to remember that 1^__________ had forgotten to wash up. 

1^_____________ 34.______________________________ back upstairs and into 1#_____

bathroom that was tiled with pure 35.____________________________. 1^__________ looked

in the mirror in 36.______________________ and awe as he saw what a mess 1^__________

had become just trying to leave the mansion. 1^___________ hastily gargled with a glass 

of 37.______________________________ and 38._______________________________ for the 

exit.

1^___________ managed to survive 33.________________________________ down the 

stairs again, and this time made it out through the mansion's front door. 1^____________

ran down the path at 39.___________________________ miles per hour, towards the large 

40.________________________________________ gate, taking pains to avoid the manor's free-ranging 

41.__________________________ – 42. ______________________________________.

Oddly, the gate didn't open when 1^_________________ pressed the button on the 

adjacent wall. 1^___________ tapped it again––nothing. 1^___________ was [were] getting 

43.________________________. 1^______________ 44.____________________________________

pounded the button 45.______________________ times before 1^____________ stopped to 

breathe and ponder what was wrong with the mechanism. 1^____________ pivoted and 
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scanned the surroundings for anything that may have interfered with the gate. 

Something caught 1#_____________ eye when 1^_____________ turned towards the 

mansion. Against the full moon was the silhouette of a person; they had their 

46.________________________ outstretched, and their hair was 47.______________________,

though no 48._______________________ was present. Their voice 49.____________________ 

out over the night air to 1.________________________'s  ears.

“You may not fee on this night of the 50+_______________________________ Moon,

1.________________________, ward of the mansion. The gate is sealed. None shall 

depart, and none shall enter.” 

It was 51.____________________________, Keeper and 52+_________________________

of the Manor who commanded 1*_____________. As 51.______________________________'s

words echoed, the world seemed to spin around 1.____________________________. Roots 

seemed to spring up from the earth and reach towards him. 1^______________ saw trees 

envelop the gate, 53._________________________ their branches through the bars.

1._____________________ saw a face through the gate. It was a person. 1^_________

rushed towards them. This must be 19._________________________, 1^__________ thought.

19.______________________ had probably come to check on 1.___________________ because 

1^__________ hadn't shown up for their date.

19._________________________ had 19#______________ 54._________________________
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reaching out through the gate. 

“Why didn't you show up, 55.______________________________________________?” 

19._______________________ inquired. A look of puzzlement crossed 19#_________ face as

19^__________ saw 1.________________________ 56._________________________ towards the 

gate, 57._________________________ trees and roots the whole way. 

“What's wrong?” asked 19.__________________________.

1.______________________ fnally arrived at the gate, out of breath, and 

58.____________________________________ gripped the bars.

“I'm sorry, I haven't been able to leave yet—there's all this, you see.” 1._________ 

gestured at the surroundings. As 1#_________ vision started to warp again, 1.___________

saw 19.______________________ start to drool. 19._________________ withdrew 19#________

59._______________________________ 54._________________________________ from between 

the bars. As 1._______________________ 60.__________________________ to the ground in a 

swoon, 1^__________ saw 19._______________________'s  features shift and contort. 

61.____________________________ hair and 62.___________________________ grew from 

19#___________ arms, and 63.______________________ animal 64.________________________

from 19#_________ head. 1.___________________ thought 1^________ saw 19.__________________

65._______________________ atop the wall and 66._________________________ down inside 

the grounds. The last thing that fashed before 1.________________________'s  eyes was 
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the image of a beast, with a vague resemblance to 19._____________________________.

~*~

1.________________________ awoke on the other side of the gate; everything was normal 

and quiet. 19._______________________ knelt over 1*____________.

67. “______________________________________________________!” 19.______________

68.____________________________ 69.___________________________________, seeing that 

1.___________________ had regained consciousness. “Now we can fnish our date!”

1.___________________ rose to a sitting position. 1#________ 70.___________________

throbbed terribly. Had 1^_________ imagined everything?

“Huh, my 37.____________________________________ must have fermented a little.”

1.__________________ 71.___________________________ to 1$__________________________.

72. “____________________________________________, what on earth do you 

mean?” 19.___________________ said and giggled. Suddenly, 19._______________ grabbed 

1._________________________'s  hand and pulled 1*___________ to 1#___________ feet with

73.__________________________ strength, and 74.________________________ down the path

through the woods, with 1.__________________________ in tow.                 

19._____________________ started 75._____________________ to a(n) 76._____________
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tune. 1.__________________ had never heard anything like it. It sent 77._________________

up 1#__________ 78.________________________.  

“So...what do you do?” 1.____________________ asked 19._______________________,

partly curious and partly to end the spooky song.

“I'm a 79._______________________________________!” 19.____________________ said,

almost too 80._____________________________________.

“Ah, how 81.__________________________________________. I correct problems in 

82._____________________________. Hey, 83.__________________________________________!

I can see the 25.______________________________!” 1.__________________ pointed at lights

gleaming through the gnarled trees.

84. “___________________________________________________________!” 19._________

85._______________________ loudly as 19#___________ foot hooked on a root and tripped 

19*______________ up. 1._________________________ was startled by the sudden outburst. 

A(n) 86._______________________________ gleam was in 19.___________________'s  eyes as 

19^___________ picked 19$___________________________ up, but it soon vanished and was

replaced with a gleeful smile.

They reached the 25._________________________ and entered. 19._________________

gaped at the 87.__________________________ 88._____________________________ that lined 

the walls. 19^_______________ covered 19#________________ mouth with 19#_____________
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89.__________________________________.

“I've never been to a place such as this.” 19.______________ 90.__________________.

This time it was 1.___________________'s  turn to take the lead. 1^_______ grabbed 

19._____________________'s  91.___________________ and 92.____________________________

down the rows of 88._____________________________, some of which were occupied by 

93.__________________________________.

Playing the part of tour guide, 1._______________________ 94.____________________

95. “_______________________________________________________!” while failing 1#_________ 

arms about. As 1._____________________ 96.__________________________ them around the

25._______________________, 19._____________________ stumbled again. When 1._________

reached to steady 19*_____________, 19._____________________ twisted 97._______________

around and bit 1*___________, breaking the skin.

“Sorry, refex of mine!” 19.___________________ exclaimed as 19^__________ pulled 

away. 19^____________ kept on walking as if nothing had happened, though 19#________

mood was not as cheerful. 19^________ shot 98._________________________ glances at the 

blood 99.______________________________ from 1._______________________________'s 

100.___________________________________, and 19#____________ posture stifened.

It took a few hours, but they fnished touring the 25.___________________________.

They found their way to the exit and emerged once again into the night.
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19.___________________ was practically 101._________________–faced by this point.

“I'll walk you home.” 19.__________________ announced with a curt smile. They 

wandered back down the forested path to the mansion. 

1.______________________ 102.______________________ inwardly. 1#_________ vision 

had started to skip again. 1^_________ put a(n) 103.______________________ over 1#______ 

face to try and clear it. Then 1^___________ saw 19.________________________ staring at 

1*__________ intently, 19#____________ eyes 104._______________________________. 

19._______________________ began to pant, and 19#___________ body twitched. Or 

were 1.___________________________'s  eyes deceiving 1*_____________?

No. A clawed hand seized 1#___________ wrist, and 1^_____________ stared into a 

face that was once 19._________________________'s. 105.________________________ breath

flled 1.____________________'s  nose. 1^__________ gazed into 19._____________________'s

murderous blank eyes. 19.______________________ lifted a talon and traced a sign into 

1._______________________'s  106.________________________________.

19.____________________ grinned, or grimaced, exposing jagged teeth as sharp as 

107.________________________ 108._____________________ in 109.________________________.

1._______________________ knew now. The stories were true.

110. “______________________________________________________!” 1.______________

thought 111._____________________________________. 
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Then 1^______________ saw 21.__________________________________ falling from a 

helicopter and screaming.

“So the rumors were true! 112._______________________________________________!

1._____________________, Nooooooooooooooo!”

1._____________________ felt 1$____________________ being 113.___________________

to pieces, and 1#____________ vision went 114.__________________________________. That 

made 1#_____________ outft clash, the horror of which was the true cause of 

1._________________________'s  death.
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